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Dear pipe lovers, 

Some airlines offer you the opportunity to buy a round-the-
world ticket or perhaps you’ve collected enough air miles to 
travel around the world. Our VAUEN products are also available 
all over the world in over 60 countries. Since 1848, we have been 
supplying our products to connoisseurs all over the world by 
plane, ship, car, rail or alternative methods of transport. 

With our new products for spring/summer 2023, we’ve packed 
a few treats into your hand luggage for you again and we are 
delighted to be able to get the new year off to a good start with 
you. From nature and classics to our Edison “spaceship pipe”, 
we’d like to present some more beautiful and extraordinary 
pieces to you again.   

Please take a seat in your departure lounge and relax whilst you 
read through our new brochure. 

We hope you have a wonderful time and that you enjoy the
first little bit of sunshine with us!

With all our best wishes

Martin Ramsauer
Managing Director 

This abbreviation identifies pipes  
with a particularly attractive grain  
or an elaborate manufacturing.



Delivering this year’s Pipe of the Year in one of our historic VAUEN delivery 
vehicles would definitely have been fitting. We deliberately chose a classic 
design for our Pipe of the Year 2023 and we were inspired by Danish influences 
when creating the design. 

The balanced and proportionate bowl stands out thanks to its soft lines, which 
are beautifully complemented by a slim stem. The overall impression is rounded 
off by a prominent ring connection and a short mouthpiece, which is equipped 
as usual with our crossed pipes in sterling silver: exclusive, limited edition and 
individually numbered. 

•    Art.-No. J2023 CV  
partially sandblasted 

•    Art.-No. J2023 CH 
partially sandblasted 

•    Art.-No. J2023 C  
sandblasted 
 •    Art.-No. J2023 D  

 

 •    Art.-No. J2023 B •  Art.-No. J2023 S 



Imagine a historic sailing boat made out of wood with a natural 
patina, oiled planks and its own perfect imperfection. We are aiming 
to create this wonderful look with our new ‘BASIC Nature’ pipe, too. 
A very extraordinary briar wood pipe in its original condition. 
The softer areas have been carefully crafted from burr wood by our 
sandblaster to literally “go deep” when it comes to the grain of the 
wood. The surface, with its unmistakable character, is perfected with 
oil which is applied by hand. This protects the pipe... and not just 
from high waves. 3 models are available for you to choose from. 

Be inspired by this natural look! 

 •     Art.-No. 4400-286 
 

 •     Art.-No. 4400-61 
 

 •     Art.-No. 4400-08 
 



Back in 1842, Queen Victoria was the first British monarch to travel by train. 
She travelled on the royal train. Our ‘Royal’ Series is also a popular classic. We 
were delighted to respond to the large number of requests we received to 
bring back this special series. 

This classic ‘Royal’ Series with a beautiful colour scheme stands out thanks to 
its classic shapes and simplicity. Our sophisticated white dot models feature 
a sterling silver ring and our standard designs in the ‘Royal’ Series feature a 
polished aluminium ring. 

Our waxed white dot design in a light shade of brown with a sterling silver 
ring looks simply perfect. 

ROYAL •     Art.-No. RY 172

 •     Art.-No. RY 115 

 •     Art.-No. RY 103 

 •     Art.-No. RY 167 

 •     Art.-No. RY 168 
 

 •     Art.-No. RY 169 
 



The second design in the ‘Royal’ series features a sandblasted surface in  
classic black. Thanks to the sandblasting, the heat dissipates wonderfully and 
the pipe feels great in your hand. 

Like the smooth white dot design, the stem features a fine sterling silver ring 
and you have the option of choosing between 6 lovely shapes. 

ROYAL

 •     Art.-No. RY 503

 •     Art.-No. RY 515 

 •     Art.-No. RY 572 

 •     Art.-No. RY 567 

 •     Art.-No. RY 568 
 

 •     Art.-No. RY 569 
 



The first train ran between Nuremberg and Fürth on 7 December 1835. 
13 years later, the VAUEN pipe manufactory was founded. 

175 years later, we are completing our 18-piece ‘Royal’ Series with our 
orange/brown pipe, which stands out thanks to its high-quality polished 
aluminium ring. 

Find your favourite piece from the Royal collection! 

ROYAL
 •     Art.-No. 2103

 •     Art.-No. 2115 

 •     Art.-No. 2172 

 •     Art.-No. 2167 

 •     Art.-No. 2168 
 

 •     Art.-No. 2169 
 



Ranger

A ranger flies his biplane to various places in a national park and checks 
everything is as it should be. We wouldn’t be surprised if he took the 
VAUEN ‘Ranger’ on board with him to enjoy a nice break from his work 
from time to time.

Our new ‘Ranger’ stands out thanks to its natural green and is a really eye-
catching piece. The sandblasted surface is transformed to create a vintage look 
in several stages. The brushed aluminium ring and the brown mottled mouth-
piece go perfectly with the green bowl. 

The ‘Ranger’ is available in 6 different shapes. 
When will you treat yourself to a break? 

 •  Art.-No. 4375

 •  Art.-No. 4367

 •  Art.-No. 4353

 •  Art.-No. 4337

 •  Art.-No. 4340  •  Art.-No. 4330



Thomas Alva Edison is known as the inventor of electric lighting. 
Carbon filament lamps already used carbon material at that time. Carbon
is popular to this day and is used in lots of fields, such as aviation and space 
travel. Whilst you can’t fly to the moon with our new ‘Edison’ model, you can 
really enjoy the lovely design on our planet with our new Summer Blend
 tobacco. The centrepiece of the model is a timeless carbon ring, which is 
embedded in a light grey, shiny bowl and mouthpiece in the same colour. 
This piece is available in 6 different shapes.

Keep both your feet firmly on this planet with our ‘Edison’ model. 

 •  Art.-No. ED 168
 •  Art.-No. ED 175

 •  Art.-No. ED 106

 •  Art.-No. ED 171

 •  Art.-No. ED 104

 •  Art.-No. ED 147



x40 JUBOX
activated charcoal filters 9mm

x30 JUSLIM
activated charcoal filters 6mm 

PIPE CLEANERS
EXTRA LONG, 
50 cleaners
Art.-No. 50427

BRISTLE
PIPE CLEANERS, 
80 cleaners
Art.-No. 504

COTTON
PIPE CLEANERS, 
80 cleaners
Art.-No. 503

TOBACCO SUMMER BLEND 
50g tin

   Summer Blend
A summery composition of brown 
and black Cavendish in different
cut widths form the basis of this
mellow blend and this ensures 
that you can enjoy an even burn.  

We added golden Virginia tobacco, which enriches the overall flavour in a 
subtly sweet way. The fresh aroma of watermelon offers a surprising accent 
with its fruity scent and blissful flavour. 

In combination with our tried-and-tested Dr. Perl junior filters and the popular 
VAUEN pipe cleaners, you’ll have everything you need to make this summer 
perfect.  

Enjoy the long, warm summer evenings with us!



VAUEN Vereinigte Pfeifenfabriken 
Nürnberg GmbH

Landgrabenstr. 12  
90443 Nuremberg
Fon +49 911 424368-0 
Fax +49 911 424368-68
info@vauen.de
www.vauen.com


